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than that. Each journey is the culmination 
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From the personalized attention to our 
commitment to providing the highest quality 
aircraft to the Most Refined Set of Private 
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focused on one mission--- yours.
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rest to us.
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travel plans, offering better hourly rates and 
many of the same advantages offered by our 
other Jet Card Programs.
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Aware that mine is an unusual 
way to make a living, when 
people ask: ‘What does an 
aviation writer do?’ my answer 
is usually, ‘I write about planes’. 
Looking back through the pages 

of this Spring 2023 EVA, I realise that’s not true 
at all. This edition neatly reflects the diversity 
of geography, people and technologies that 
characterise business and VIP aviation. 

We talk connectivity with SmartSky 
Networks, maintenance with Bombardier 
at its London Biggin Hill Airport service 
centre and support with JSSI. We discover 
how Aircare International and Aiber deliver 
medical assistance, two quite different online 
systems occupying different spaces in the 
digital marketplace, and SherpaReport’s guide 
to aircraft ownership for those new to private 
flying or looking to step up to ownership. 

We also learn something of Dubai culture 
with ExecuJet Middle East, while Gulfstream, 
sharing the detail behind how it flew two 
G700s more than 54,000nm during a world 
tour at the end of last year, provides a 
demonstration of the reach only business 
aviation can deliver. 

David Helfgott, CEO and Director at 
SmartSky Networks says the company is 
looking forward to a busy 2023 now that 
its air-to-ground connectivity solution is 
connecting jets across the US. The same 
could be said of the industry in general, with 

2023 showing normalisation post-pandemic 
and settling above the level of activity seen 
in 2019 – those new entrants to private flying 
are staying and a steady stream of fresh 
customers continues to arrive. 

The OEMs, Bombardier and Gulfstream 
among them, have no shortage of buyers even 
for their largest, most capable jets. Bombardier 
is investing heavily in aftermarket support as 
it looks to grow that aspect of its business 
to $2.5 billion by 2025, even as it works to 
bring the Global 8000 to market. Meanwhile, 
Gulfstream presented its G700 to customers 
during that extraordinary world tour, setting 
25 city pair records in the process. 

Working hard in 2023 and beyond to 
extend its international presence, JSSI offers 
a worthy alternative to OEM-offered support 
programmes, using the power of data to 
predict what its customers need, when and at a 
reasonable price. Again, it’s a story of expansion, 
as it is with ExecuJet Middle East, where a 
brand new FBO at Al Maktoum International 
Airport will join the refurbished facility at Dubai 
International Airport from Q3 2023. 

The final word goes to Scott Evans, 
Gulfstream’s Head of Flight Operations. He 
positively bounced through our interview, 
such is his enthusiasm for all things 
Gulfstream and flying. “I am so fortunate. I 
get to go fly these beautiful machines!” This 
is, indeed, the most fortunate, endlessly 
fascinating and extraordinary of industries. 
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After years of promising 
the business aviation 
market something 
remarkable from its 
unique air-to-ground 
connectivity solution, 

SmartSky Networks has begun to deliver. 
The questions now are what happens next 
and was the product worth the wait in a 
sector where providers have been offering 
the home/office broadband experience in 
the air for at least a decade, yet with every 
successive technology release claim to 
have finally done it.

David Helfgott, SmartSky Networks 
CEO and Director, says: “Having 
worked in satellite communications 
and electronically steered antennas, 
I’m aware there’s a ‘hype bubble’ that 
surrounds any service or technology 
announcement in narrow band, 
broadband and air-to-ground. Through 
any telecommunications marketing 
effort, including, for example US 
terrestrial wireless services, it’s very 
difficult to know ‘are we there yet?’.”

Powering Possibility
SmartSky Networks CEO and Director David Helfgott predicts a busy 2023 

as the company builds on the solid foundations of its air-to-ground infrastructure

Are we? Helfgott is certain: “In terms 
of SmartSky, yes. We spent a long time 
getting to this point. The first third 
or maybe half of that was traditional 
research and development, regulatory 
work and proof of concepts. The rest of 
the time was spent implementing it.” 
Those simple words fail to convey the 
magnitude of the challenge SmartSky set 
itself, although Helfgott is refreshingly 
candid on the subject.

“We had a couple of false starts, vendor 
issues that we put behind us two years 
ago. But that cost us time – at least a year, 
maybe two – and money. It had a lot to do 
with the complexities around software-
defined wireless networks. When you 
start with the premise that you want to 
deliver the best platform for aviation 
connectivity, you go to the technology 
platforms, 4G, 5G and so on and hybridise 
them for the best outcome. We’ve done 
that. We’ve completed the technology, 
the nationwide infrastructure and the 
backbone that ties into our data centres 
and network operations centre. And we 

have revenue in all three lines of business 
as of last quarter 2022.”

The past two years have been busy, 
‘frantic’, Helfgott says. “We’ve gone from 
a technology refresh to build out and 
launch. That includes the equipment that 
goes on the aircraft, the network itself 
and the application above that, which we 
call Skytelligence. We have 20 installation 
and distribution partners, MROs and 
OEMs, Honeywell as our significant value 
added reseller, and we announced three 
exclusive deals with flyExclusive, Jet It 
and Textron. We’re working with them 
to develop STCs for our hardware on 12 
different aircraft.”

SmartSky Networks is following the 
traditional route to market, first through 
STCs for in-service aircraft. Helfgott is 
keen to assert that the company plans to 
move from close relationships with OEM 
aftermarket departments into line fit 
agreements. “We’re having conversations 
with, or already in contract with every 
business aviation OEM. Those discussions 
are continuing but we’ll certainly serve 

S M A R T S K Y  N E T W O R K S  |  D A V I D  H E L F G O T T
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much resilience as possible to deal with 
those changes. The problem could be a 
hurricane, for example. We monitored 
Hurricane Nicole [November 2022] very 
carefully when it hit Florida. We have 
13 sites in Florida but it only affected 
one of them, in a remote area – it was 
flooded and we couldn’t access it. We have 
our field operations teams and network 
management system to support the 
physical infrastructure.

“Considering electromagnetic interference, 
we think we’ve mitigated that in our 
network design. We have more than 30,000 
independent, overlapping beams across 
the US. When an aircraft flies through our 
coverage it has a single beam, compared to a 
satellite, where multiple aircraft fly through 
a spot beam, sharing bandwidth. In our 
architecture one aircraft is served by one 
beam, but that beam switches every 10 to 
15 seconds, just like a cell phone. So, the 
likelihood of adjacent aircraft interference 
is approaching zero, while the likelihood 
of ground-based interference is very low 
because of our patented technology.” 

devices, the fact that an iPhone connects 
to the SmartSky network in a Falcon flying 
at 500mph over Iowa will impress no one. 
It is what SmartSky does to fix the problem 
when it doesn’t connect that will decide 
how customers perceive the company.

“We sell our services through VARs, like 
Honeywell and Avionica, and the hardware 
through MRO and OEM partnerships. 
We provide ‘tier 3’ support to those 
organisations, so if there’s a technical issue 
the customer’s first call is to Honeywell, 
in this example, and they troubleshoot it 
through their integrated support centre – 
they have complete transparency into our 
system and a full picture of the customer. 
If they can’t fix it, they come to us and 
we support them. It’s a time-honoured 
telecom model,” says Helfgott.

Faults aside, communications systems 
inevitably suffer interference from time 
to time, physical and electromagnetic. 
“That’s true of any network, fibre, 
satellite or cellular. They are almost like 
a living organism that changes with 
the environment. You try to build in as 

the aftermarket, including the new-build 
pre-delivery aftermarket, and line fit as 
soon as we can.”

Growing market
The years during which SmartSky 
Networks was working hard to reach 
this point have been marked by various 
clashes, legal and otherwise, with the 
incumbent US air-to-ground provider. The 
market is large and competition good for 
customers and the industry and it is an 
important point to address without raking 
over old coals… “There may be further 
conversations, but the market is plenty big 
for both if us and growing. It’s currently 
underserved and there are places where 
air-to-ground is the only viable solution 
and places where it can complement 
wideband satcom,” Helfgott asserts.

Regardless of its development cycle and 
the deep experience of its executive team, 
from the customer perspective SmartSky 
Networks is new, young and unproven. 
In a world where we expect trouble free, 
simple internet access from our personal 

D A V I D  H E L F G O T T  |  S M A R T S K Y  N E T W O R K S
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use and, of course, those are all classic 
business applications.”

Interestingly, Helfgott never mentions 
speed, only bandwidth and latency. 
Anyone who has tried and failed to do 
anything useful with inflight broadband 
will know that published speed means 
nothing if the connection is unstable or 
constantly buffers. “Latency doesn’t get 
its fair share of the headlines. People 
talk about peak speeds and they are 
important, but high latency means a 
terrible experience even with high speeds. 
You need ‘ultra-low’ latency for the types 

“The combination of power, available 
spectrum and latency enables us to have 
a really symmetrical datalink, allowing 
real-time connections, like a Teams 
meeting, to take place inflight just as 
they would on the ground. It’s also 
essential for encrypted communications, 
which won’t tolerate latency or jitter, 
cloud-based applications and working 
with corporate networks through 
firewalls. All those things are very 
sensitive to lag or latency and service 
drops; without a strong datalink off the 
aircraft they become very frustrating to 

The importance of latency
Helfgott has no hesitation in comparing 
the SmartSky Networks inflight broadband 
experience to that on the ground, also 
noting that bandwidth on to the aircraft 
is virtually the same as the bandwidth off 
it. “We have 60-70MHz of capacity, with a 
single beam per aircraft, so the bandwidth 
isn’t shared, users don’t have to reduce 
their usage because there are more aircraft 
transmitting and receiving in their coverage 
area. The power required to transmit off the 
aircraft is also very manageable.

“With satcom, even LEO [low earth 
orbit], the connection is forward link 
biased, you get lots of bandwidth to an 
aircraft but it’s difficult to get a lot of 
bandwidth off because of the power 
required to broadcast. It has to be done 
in a way that doesn’t interfere with 
adjacent satellites, so it needs narrow 
beams, which means low power. With 
transmission to the ground there’s 
nothing to interfere with and the latency 
is so much lower. You’re never more than 
a few miles away from a tower, but always 
tens of thousands of miles from a satellite.

Real world system testing in SmartSky’s Citation XLS

“The combination 
of power, 
available 
spectrum and 
latency enables us 
to have a really 
symmetrical 
datalink, allowing 
real-time 
connections, like a 
Teams meeting, to 
take place inflight 
just as they would 
on the ground.”

S M A R T S K Y  N E T W O R K S  |  D A V I D  H E L F G O T T
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represents 60 to 70% of the total global 
business aviation market,” Helfgott reveals.

“Beyond that, we look to markets 
with similar use cases and regulatory 
environment, with sufficient demand to 
make it worthwhile. We’ve already been 
approached by potential partners in other 
markets. Europe has good saturation with 
the European Aviation Network, and 
wideband and narrow band satcom, and 
European flights are on average shorter and 
more biased towards commercial aviation. 
But it is affluent and has a huge appetite for 

of application I’ve been describing, 15m/s 
and below, versus 600m/s you might get 
from a satellite link.”

SmartSky Networks leases antenna space 
on existing towers. There are easily enough 
across the US for it to have created the dense 
network it has in place and that leads to 
an obvious question. Could the concept be 
applied to any region with plentiful towers? 
“Yes… But we’d likely look to expand into 
adjacent geographies, Canada, Mexico, the 
Caribbean first, because it makes most sense 
for the North American market, which 

connectivity. Other markets could include 
Korea and Japan, Southeast Asia and so 
on. But we want to get North America all 
locked up before we think about expansion.” 

Value engines
The US network is complete and delivering 
bandwidth as advertised. SmartSky could 
simply leave it there, happy that it was 
supplying the connectivity it had promised. 
Instead, it has created Skytelligence, a 
platform that Helfgott says allows the 
exchange of ideas and information. “It 
takes advantage of our higher throughput/
lower latency network. We bring in 
partners, cultivating applications and 
relationships and, to our benefit, it makes 
the system ‘stickier’, or more valuable, 
makes usage more stable, which is good 
for us while creating more value for our 
partners. They get, for example, to sell 
applications that never existed before in 
business aviation, including our turbulence 
avoidance application.”

SmartSky Networks did not create the 
SmoothSky application and does not 
generate its content, but it is hosted on 
the system and provided direct to tablets 
in business jet cockpits. “It’s a great 
example of real time information better 
used through a datalink than as a static 
piece of information.” Like the datalink, 
SmartSky works both ways with its 
partners, inviting suggestions and going 
out to them, explaining the possibilities 
its network unlocks.

“There are three ‘value engines’ on the 
aircraft from our point of view,” Helfgott 
continues. The tip of the spear is in the 
back, the cabin, the part everyone talks 
about. But I believe flight and operations 
data coming off the aircraft will overtake 
the cabin in its level of importance, 
certainly for fleet operators, corporate 
flight departments, MROs and OEMs. It 
enables more efficient maintenance and 
logistics, and fuel savings, all of which are 
best done when data comes off the aircraft 
in real time. We’re doing our best to help 
encourage and create that ecosystem.

“The third area is the cockpit. How do 
you supplement the information that’s 
already there? A big jet is likely to have 
plenty, a smaller turboprop aircarft not 
so much, and maybe you can provide 
additional real time information to an 
electronic flight bag or tablet in the 
cockpit.”The SmartSky Networks antenna

S M A R T S K Y  N E T W O R K S  |  D A V I D  H E L F G O T T
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Right now, SmartSky Networks is 
working all three value engines, seeking 
partners and promoting opportunities. 
But where will it be in ten years’ time? 
If single-pilot or autonomous operations 
really are on the horizon, will it have a 
part to play? “Once you have the physical 
infrastructure there are always new ways 
to exploit it,” Helfgott enthuses. “At the 
top we have the big jets, then there are 
midsize and light jets, and turboprops. 
Then there are helicopters and general 
aviation types and they’re all going 
to need connectivity, some of them 

within the SmartSky Networks system.
“We’ve been cooperating with NASA 

and the FAA on some future airspace 
work. It’s clear there will always be 
a requirement for dual or redundant 
datalinks for autonomous or semi-
autonomous platforms, for command 
and control. In many case you also 
need information about the payload, 
so every platform requires two or three 
datalinks, taking into account the need 
for redundancy of route and spectrum for 
safety of flight reasons. We could be one 
of those three in every use case!” 

“We have 20 installation and distribution partners, MROs 
and OEMS, Honeywell as our significant value added 
reseller, and we announced three exclusive deals with 
flyExclusive, Jet It and Textron. We’re working with them 
to develop STCs for our hardware on 12 different aircraft.”

desperately. There’s already a lot of data 
coming off helicopters, for example, and 
anything that augments what’s available 
in the cockpit is valuable.

“Then you’re into advanced air mobility 
and commercial or industrial drones. Then 
the only questions are ‘at what elevation, 
what frequency and with which platform are 
you operating’. With the infrastructure built, 
those are the only variables.” It’s a revelation 
that opens interesting possibilities for beyond 
light of sight autonomous operations without 
satcom, since a cargo drone, for example, 
could operate over the horizon services 

SmartSky announced the availability of a 
Falcon 900 STC for its equipment in January
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Going Big at Biggin Hill
Bombardier inaugurated its expanded presence at London Biggin Hill Airport last November, 

revealing a building capable of simultaneously housing 14 Global 7500s

B O M B A R D I E R  |  J E A N - C H R I S T O P H E  G A L L A G H E R  &  P A U L  T H O M P S O N

The service centre is impressive from the 
outside
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Speaking at the inauguration of 
Bombardier’s newly expanded 
London Biggin Hill Airport 
service centre on 30 November 
2022, Jean-Christophe 
Gallagher, the OEM’s Executive 

Vice President, Aircraft Sales & Bombardier 
Defense, said: “I’ve been with the company 
20 years, and this is by far the most exciting 
time we’ve had. We repositioned as a pure-
play business jet company a few years ago, 

focussed on manufacturing and servicing 
aircraft. Growing our aftermarket was 
always a key pillar in that strategy – we 
have 5,000 Learjet, Challenger and Global 
airplanes flying around the world and we’ve 
given ourselves the mission of growing our 
support business to $2.5 billion by 2025. 
We currently have a 40% share of the global 
MRO market for Bombardier aircraft.”

Bombardier’s worldwide network 
of service facilities is the backbone of 

its ambitious plan. It includes London 
Biggin Hill and will soon add Abu Dhabi 
International Airport, where ground 
was broken on a new service centre on 
6 December 2022, with the expectation of 
opening for business in 2025.

The investment in MRO facilities falls 
in line with Bombardier’s ‘Bring Your 
Jet Home’ strategy. “We’re creating the 
necessary service infrastructure around 
the world so that all our customers can 
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access an OEM facility. It’s different to 
what the industry has historically done. 
In the past the big OEMs focussed on 
authorised service facilities and at one 
time Bombardier had 70 – today we 
have just 15. Some OEMs have acquired 
third-party maintenance companies, but 
we’ve decided to do it largely organically,” 
Gallagher continued.

The originally scheduled date for Biggin 
Hill’s inauguration was postponed after 
the death of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth 
II. The delay meant that by November 
the facility was working at capacity and 
on the 30th of the month, 28 assorted 
Challengers and Globals were under 
cover and in work, with a handful more 
parked outside. With almost 250,000sqft 
of space, and representing a $60 million 
investment, the building is impressively 
large, but filled with jets and a pair of 
Spitfires – prevented from flying by 

bad weather, it was difficult to properly 
understand its size from the hangar 
floor. Anyone visiting should ask to peer 
down the corridor that runs the length 
of the building and be prepared for its 
vertiginous extent.

Biggin Hill is Bombardier’s largest 
European facility, more than twice the size 
of the next largest, in Berlin. It will, at least 
for the time being, remain as the home the 
OEM’s owners bring their jets to from Africa 
and the Middle East, as well as Europe. 

Gallagher was also careful to highlight 
that late in 2022 the Biggin Hill centre 
employed more than 250 people, with 
the aim of exceeding 350, including 260 
engineers, by the end of 2023. “We’re the 
largest employer at the airport. We need lots 
of people to ensure we return customers’ 
aircraft to the air as quickly as possible.”

Certified Pre-Owned (CPO) aircraft are 
another important aspect of Bombardier’s 

service offer, one that is making its own 
use of OEM facilities including Biggin Hill. 
Coming up on its second anniversary, the 
CPO business is not unlike schemes offered 
by car manufacturers. Gallagher explained: 
“We proactively seek the best pre-owned 
aircraft on the market, bring them into our 
facilities and retrofit them with the latest 
technologies. It’s another big change in 
business aviation over the past decade. The 
newest technology used to only be available 
off the production line, but today most of the 
technology available on the production line 
is also available by retrofit.”

The aircraft that emerge typically have 
new cabins, fully upgraded cockpit and 
cabin avionics, full connectivity solutions 
and new paint; a 12-month warranty is 
also included. On average, Gallagher said 
certified pre-owned aircraft spend 50% less 
time on the market than the equivalent 
uncertified jet. 
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Inside Bombardier’s new service centre at London Biggin Hill Airport
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More than a building
Gallagher has been directly involved 
in sustainability efforts not only with 
Bombardier but also across the industry, 
since 2007. It is no surprise, then, that the 
Biggin Hill building has been built with 
sustainability as a primary consideration. 
In the final phase of its completion, 
the facility’s roof is being covered with 
solar panels during the first half of 
2023. Bombardier has also committed to 
operating all test flights out of the airfield 
on SAF. “We’re in constant dialogue 
to raise sustainability to the next level 
and wherever we go in the world we 
build ties with the local community and 
environment on sustainability and other 
areas, including hiring talent and working 
with local colleges on apprenticeship 
schemes.” At Biggin Hill, Bombardier is 
working with Marshall Skills Academy in 
partnership with other airport residents to 
generate new talent.

As General Manager Bombardier London, 
Paul Thompson is responsible for the Biggin 
Hill facility and directly involved in the 
apprentice programme. He explained that 

“I’ve been with the company 20 years, 
and this is by far the most exciting 

time we’ve had”

Jean-Christophe Gallagher, 
Executive Vice President, 
Aircraft Sales & Bombardier 
Defense, at the November 
event

The entrance are offers spectacular airfield views and features 
furniture items upcycled from aircraft parts
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there is more to the site than Bombardier 
alone, with a 12,000sqft workshop dedicated 
to cabin refurbishment and repair and 
showcasing the extraordinary technologies 
and craftsmanship embodied in the F/LIST 
brand. The Austrian company already has a 
centre at the airport and further staff will be 
embedded in the new Bombardier building.

Describing the building itself, Thompson 
said: “It’s one of the largest dual cantilever 
buildings in the UK and it has no 
stanchions, which means wide open bays 
and doors that can fully open. There’s 
also a 5-tonne crane. We can fit seven 
Global 7500s on each side, or a total of 22 
Global Express aircraft, but the building’s 
configuration gives us maximum flexibility 
to fit in a mix of large aircraft with smaller 
aircraft around them. We have all our 
services – workshops and offices – down the 
centre of the building where they are better 
placed to support the engineers.”

Helping make the most of its investment 
in facilities and people, and satisfy 
burgeoning customer demand, Bombardier 
is commitment to run the new building 
24/7, Thompson confirmed. “It will help 
keep us competitive, with a full night shift 
keeping us running. It’s indicative of how 
the industry has changed. The aircraft are 
flying more and so downtime has a more 
significant impact on operations.”

Thompson’s enthusiasm for the 

building and its effect on local businesses 
was tangible. “There’s a lot of energy in 
the place and there are few places better 
than this to work around the world. 
And we’re talking to the local council 
to provide better accommodation and 
facilities in Biggin Hill.”

London Biggin Hill Airport is steeped 
in aviation history, hosts a wide variety of 
aviation operators and service providers, 

features a newly refurbished Jetex FBO and 
proudly boasts its own newly completed 
hotel. Bombardier’s service centre has been a 
catalyst for recent development and is likely 
to remain so. Jean-Christophe Gallagher says 
Bombardier recognised the airport owners’ 
vision for the future as one that matches its 
own and has seen the establishment of one 
of Europe’s largest dedicated business jet 
MRO facilities in the UK. 

Aircraft access is eased by the building’s fully 
opening hangar doors

From the air, the facility’s full size becomes 
apparent
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Working the World
Data-driven maintenance provider Jet Support Services, Inc. (JSSI) continues to expand its 

worldwide presence and services to the international business aviation market. To bolster 

its maintenance support services, Fabrice Roger was recently appointed SVP of Business 

Development for the European, Middle East, Africa, and Asia Pacific markets
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CComing from a 
decade-long stint as an 
international aircraft 
trader, Fabrice Roger’s 
new role will encapsulate 
his ten years of previous 

banking experience with the financial 

services that JSSI provides. “JSSI is 
well known for delivering maintenance 
financial services, so my background in 
aviation and banking is a good fit,” Roger 
says. His focus will continue to expand his 
geographical reach. “Previously, I covered 
the Latin American, European, and North 

African regions. My remit now is to 
strengthen JSSI’s international markets. 
It’s already grown significantly, and my 
plan is to build on that.”

Aviation’s attraction for him is not so 
much the aircraft and technology, but the 
people and the industry’s global, cross-
border nature. “There are few industries 
that give you such exposure and there are 
so many opportunities” he says. “Coming 
into aviation from banking, I found that 
even though it’s very technical, aviation 
is still catching up with other industries, 
especially in the aircraft trading world. 
The idea JSSI has of leveraging data 
to forecast and plan for upcoming 
maintenance events is very powerful. 
Something else I learned over the past ten 
years in this industry is that there’s a lack 
of transparency. 

Understanding costs
Transparency is an important selling 

point for JSSI, especially for people new to 
private jet operations.  “Historically, it has 
been difficult to calculate operating and 
ownership costs, but JSSI is well placed 
to bring clarity to the industry. Buyers 
aren’t always aware of the costs incurred 
through ownership and maintenance in 
the coming years. And there is sometimes 
reluctance or lack of knowledge to 
communicate this on the front end; we’re 
here to help with that. 

Operating and maintenance costs make 
ownership of an aircraft an investment, 
not just a purchase. We educate owners 
on what to expect by using our 34 years 
in the industry gathering data so we can 
even out, organize, and predict costs while 
limiting financial exposure. Because of 
our all-OEM, holistic approach, we can 
also track parts availability and pre-
schedule MRO slot times for virtually every 
make and model of aircraft. This vertical 
integration of support services across the 
industry saves owners not only money, but 
turnaround times for both scheduled and 
unscheduled maintenance events.” 

In that sense, Roger believes the JSSI 
offer is unique and notes that its data-
based philosophy and trusted market 
presence helps keep maintenance costs 
stable and realistic across the industry. 
“There is currently a two-year wait for 
some new aircraft deliveries so that is 
affecting the in-service aircraft market. 
We’re expecting significant cost escalations 
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in maintenance over the coming years in 
line with inflation, the cost of living, and 
the price increases we’re all experiencing. 
JSSI is actively looking at how to mitigate 
increasing maintenance and parts costs for 
its customers. Without the data, it would 
be impossible.”

Regionalised data
Of the 10,000+ maintenance events 

that JSSI handles every year, 45% of its 
maintenance programme activity was 
outside the U.S. JSSI continues to grow as 
a global company, offering standardized 
service delivered in local culture.

The European and U.S. business 
aviation markets are unique, but the 
same could be said of every other 
region embraced by the eight letters of 
abbreviation in Roger’s job title. His is 
not an easy task. “Thank you for pointing 
that out!” he jokes. “The U.S. is a very 
sophisticated market, with around 65% 
of the world’s business jet population. 
JSSI has been very successful working 
with many of the top flight departments, 
which have been operating for years and 
understand how we add value to their 

operation. Europe is different and we have 
lots of educational work to do, country by 
country. We’re adapting and adjusting to 
these markets. When we meet customers 
and explain our philosophy, they 
understand it. They get our message, and 
they love our unique value proposition.”

Expanding JSSI’s international presence 
means adding more granular data that 
might be specific to a region but could 
also be considered part of an expanded 

global dataset. Roger explains, “We 
don’t generalize just per aircraft type, 
we are specific to a region and operation 
type. For example, in Europe, flights 
are usually shorter and utilisation quite 
varied. In the Middle East we know the 
sandy environment is a factor and in 
Asia, there’s a lack of hangar space. We 
consider multiple factors and apply our 
aggregated intelligence to service our 
customers to their unique needs.

J S S I  |  F A B R I C E  R O G E R 
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The complexities are managed with 
the help of over 100 globally based 
technical experts who understand 
their environments and help JSSI 
identify appropriate technical solutions. 
“Positioned in our key markets, our 
technical experts are key to our success by 
providing regional knowledge and helping 
us keep our pricing competitive. They 
are focused on the customer, providing 
a personal approach, meeting local 
requirements, both technical and cultural.” 

Roger’s aim is to spread the JSSI 
message far and wide in 2023 and 
beyond, introducing the company to 
those who aren’t familiar and reinforcing 
its benefits to those who do. It means 
lots of travel, tradeshows, and site visits, 
but since JSSI already covers almost 20% 
of the global business jet fleet, Roger 
is confident he has a mature, quality 
product to offer. 

MRO providers are extremely busy 

globally, which means some parts are 
more difficult to source than others and 
logistics are challenging, so how can he 
be certain of delivering his promises to 
new customers? “We aren’t bound to a 
relatively small number of MRO facilities. 
We can offer alternatives, opening the 
doors to multiple providers leveraging 
our scale,” explains Roger. “We support 
over 6,000 aircraft and delivering data 
in our system and that gives us great 
visibility on upcoming requirements, the 
risk of a failure, and being smarter in 
how we anticipate the expense related to 
an unscheduled maintenance issue. No 
one can duplicate our network of over 
400+ global vendors, 60,000 in-stock parts 
and 60+ engines and APUS available for 
lease or exchange. With our resources, we 
can mitigate potential parts shortages by 
sourcing them well in advance because we 
know the customer will need them.” There 
are three JSSI parts warehouses in the 

“My remit is to develop the JSSI business everywhere but 
the Americas. It’s already growing significantly, and my 
plan is to build on that”

Fabrice Roger, SVP for 
Business Development, 
EMEA & APAC, JSSI

U.S. and Roger confirms the intention to 
establish another in Europe. They already 
have an office in Farnborough, England.

Coincidentally with Roger’s efforts to 
reach across the world, aviation is on the 
verge of fundamental change. Electric 
propulsion is enabling a new era in air 
mobility, including eVTOL, and today’s 
business aviation operators are the 
obvious pioneers of tomorrow’s eVTOL 
service. A new generation of digital, data-
driven aircraft is coming to an industry 
segment in which JSSI is the data expert. 
How might that pan out? “It’s something 
we’re exploring. We want to see how 
operations work, see who emerges as 
the industry leaders. JSSI has been in 
the market over 30 years and part of that 
success is looking to the future,” Roger 
concludes. For 2023, Fabrice Roger has 
more than enough to do taking JSSI to the 
rest of the world; who knows what 2024 
might bring. 
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Care in the Air
Industry veteran Aircare International and innovative technology 

company Aiber provide essential, potentially complementary 

solutions to assist crew during a medical emergency

Even a minor medical issue in 
the air can become a crisis, 
for the stricken person, of 
course, but also for crew 
if they are ill equipped or 
poorly trained to deal with 

the event. For pilots and operators, a quality 
response to a medical emergency can 
facilitate decisions over whether an urgent 
landing is required and even where the 
optimum location for that landing might be; 
it may be worth flying 300 miles further to a 
city with advanced care facilities rather than 
landing at the closest airfield.

Tacoma, Washington-based Aircare 
International offers an array of services 
to the business and VIP aircraft industry, 
including Aircare FACTS Training for 

cabin emergency procedures and Aircare 
Access Assistance. Proven over three 
decades, Access Assistance is a 24/7 inflight 
telemedical service connecting crews to 
Aircare’s carefully selected doctors.

Access Assistance
Jake Paini, Aircare International’s Director 
of Sales, explains: “If someone is suffering 
a medical issue in the air or overseas on the 
ground, [the crew] can call us and we route 
them through our communications centre, 
patching in a physician as appropriate. 
The physician can give a recommendation, 
which might be, ‘We need to get this patient 
to a cardiac centre’, or ‘Open the medical kit 
and use certain medication while we wait 
for the next level of care’.”

The Access Assistance package includes 
a medical kit familiar to the Aircare 
physicians. In a crisis, therefore, the 
instruction could be something like, ‘Use 
the medication in the blue wrapper,’ 
avoiding complicated, unfamiliar medical 
terminology. On the other hand, Access 
Assistance customers are trained to 
use the system and medical kit, work 
informed by Aircare’s expert FACTS 
Training – but Paini takes a realistic 
approach, noting that while crews might 
train once or twice annually, in a moment 
of high stress the doctor’s familiarity with 
the tools to hand is invaluable.

Meanwhile, Aircare’s communications 
team works to facilitate whatever needs 
to happen next. When the emergency is 
critical, a cardiac incident, for example, 
Paini says: “They’re liaising between the 
aircraft, our physicians and wherever that 
continuation of care may be. They’ll set up 
ground support, they’ll ensure there’s an 
ambulance and paramedics at the airfield, 
brief the receiving facility and take all the 
information gathered securely during the 
call and pass it to that facility.”

The Access Assistance training is about 
understanding what’s in the kit and how 
to use it, plus extensive instruction in 
symptom recognition and how to respond 
to it under the guidance of qualified 
medical personnel. Half-day and full-
day crew training courses are offered 

Aircare’s Access Assistance product includes 
telemedical remote physician support. 

Aircare International

Training and appropriate equipment are key during an inflight medical emergency. 
Aircare International
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depending on customer need, while the 
physician team is based at the George 
Washington University Medical Faculty 
Associates. “All of our physicians are 
board-certified and work in a rotation that 
allows them to divide their time between 
the ER and the phones,” Paini notes.

Aircare also takes care of the medical 
kit. Paini continues: “We have multiple 
levels of kit, from basic to quite robust 
with multiple prescription medications. 
The choice depends on the operator. Those 
making short trips may take the basic kit, 
while we recommend the robust kit for 
international flying; the majority opt for 
the robust kit anyway. We track the kits 
and refurbish them every year, telling 
customers when we need to do it.”

Beyond the medical kit, Aircare offers 
other equipment including Heartsine and 
Philips defibrillators, and a range of safety 
and survival equipment. “Anything you 
might need in an emergency, we likely 
carry it,” Paini says. He also adds that the 
single annual fee customers pay for Access 
Assistance includes refurbishment as 
required, so that crew are more likely to 
use the kits for basic requirements. “If they 
go into it for something simple like a band 
aid we take care of it: they aren’t going to 
have to pay to send the whole thing back to 
us. We want people to go into their kits, we 

Aerospace Xelerated programme. It really 
helped us optimise the technology and obtain 
product market fit for aviation. We realised 
that cabin crew in the commercial and private 
aviation sectors have emergency first aid 
training, but maybe only for one or two days 
per year. An operator might subscribe to a 
service through which the crew can speak 
with a doctor, but the crew may not fully 
understand the passenger’s status – are they 
deteriorating or improving? Are they stable? 
Are they having a heart attack or a stroke?

“The carry-on Aiber kit is based on an iPad, 
loaded with proprietary software, including 
a library of first aid support, and equipped 
with a pulse oximeter and Bluetooth wireless 
12-lead ECG recorder. If a crewmember can’t 
remember how to perform a technique – CPR 
for example – Aiber can prompt them, while 
simultaneously collecting critical data on the 
patient’s condition. It helps reduce stress and 
facilitates the doctors on the ground with their 
review and the recommendations they make. 
There’s also a communication channel in the 
software, via voice or text, so the crew can 
communicate without leaving the passenger’s 
side. This really helps their experience and 
brings comfort to the passenger and crew.”

As well as providing a real time data 
stream, the Aiber software records the 
actions, observations and treatment given 
in detail, providing an accurate report of 
the incident, ensuring continuity of care, 
preventing inaccurate communication and 
providing a useful debriefing/training aid. 
On screen, during the crisis, it provides 
only the information and prompts the crew 
need, retaining the detailed medical report 
in the ‘back end’ and sharing it with the 
medical support on the ground.

Aiber is now beginning its journey 
into business aviation with a future-
proof technology product, backed up 
by specialist training. The Aiber team 
has already met its target of doubling 
its workforce in 2022 and has plans to 
continue its growth trajectory through 
2023. The company is gaining traction 
with commercial airlines and is bringing 
its product to the private jet industry.

Meanwhile, Jake Paini reports: “Medical 
problems are among the most common 
causes of inflight emergencies. We have 
people coming back to us for their annual 
training and saying, ‘I had to perform 
CPR, or the Heimlich manoeuvre, or 
something happened. I got the medical kit 
out, and was able to walk through it.’” 

want them to be familiar with the content. 
We don’t want them opening the kit for the 
first time in an emergency.”

Aiber onboard medical technology
In contrast with Aircare International’s 
40 years in business aviation, Scotland’s 
Aiber is making an early foray into the 
industry, albeit based on the extensive 
aviation medicine and first response 
experience of its seasoned team. The 
med-tech company has created unique 
iPad-based onboard medical technology 
based on many years of development 
and recently optimised for aviation use 
following six months of flight trials with 
Boeing Executive Flight Operations.

Aiber’s equipment is equally applicable to 
the marine environment and Anne Roberts, 
CEO, explains: “As a university spin-out 
company we’ve gone through significant 
research and development. Our idea came out 
of the University of Aberdeen’s Institute of 
Applied Health Sciences, where a team first 
developed the technology for remote care, 
specifically designed to help people manage 
a medical emergency when no professional 
help was immediately available. We started 
out looking at community first responder 
schemes, fire and rescue, that type of thing.

“There was an obvious application to 
aviation and Boeing selected us as part of its 

Aiber’s unique technology employs proprietary software accessed via the supplied iPad. 
Aiber
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Future VOO
Robert Plhak and the team at VOO are looking to ease the 

common pinch points in broker/operator transactions with their 

new online B2B market place

V O O  |  R O B E R T  P L H A K

V OO is a digital market 
place connecting brokers 
with operators. Software 
driven, it uses operator 
data to generate charter 
prices instantly, based on 

aircraft movements in real time and avoiding 
the issue of brokers ‘seeing’ aircraft that are 
not in reality available. Robert Plhak, VOO 
Partner, CEO, says: “It’s a booking platform. 
Everything else out there is about requesting, 
quoting, checking availability and prices for 
extras. We allow brokers to access all the 
information and properly calculate the price.”

VOO avoids the necessity of following 
up an online arrangement with 
multiple emails to sort the detail. More 
functionality is coming but, for now, 
payment secures the booking based on the 
broker’s request. Catering, pets and any 
number of other services are then defined 
through the platform’s chat function. 
Later in 2023 the platform will also 
provide complete visibility of the flight’s 
management, including permits, slots and 
other essential administrative processes.

Early in February 2023, VOO was busy 
onboarding operators before continuing 
the process en masse with brokers. Initial 
registration for operators and brokers is 
simple, but accounts do not go live until 
VOO has collected verifying data. Plhak 
continues: “We need the operator’s AOC, 
the insurance certificates and operating 
specifications of every aircraft they want to 
place with us and, if it’s someone like a sales 
agent working with the operator, then they 
need to verify they are permitted to do so.”

Brokers are required to provide 
documentation identifying them as a valid 
business, and Plhak notes that VOO is 
aware of and aims to check for individuals 
running less robust organisations. “If 
we’re uncomfortable, we’ll ask the broker 
to reach out to three operators they’ve 
worked with and ask them to verify the 
broker’s credentials.”

Booking
The sign-ups to VOO so far are from its 
home market, Europe, but others have 
joined the platform from Africa, Australia, 
the Middle East and North and South 
America. Interestingly, Plhak says that 
although operators must input all their 
cost touch points into the system for it to 
generate an accurate price, brokers will 
never see how it was calculated, only the 

Robert Plhak, Partner, CEO, VOO 
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“It’s a booking platform. Everything 
else out there is about requesting, 
quoting, checking availability and 

prices for extras. We allow brokers 
to access all the information and 

properly calculate the price.”

total, with a tax breakdown. The system 
also enables the broker to recalculate the 
price they will charge their customer with 
their margin factored in.

Pricing is based on factors including 
aircraft range, payload, fuel burn and 
routing, even before choices such as 
catering budget, the requirement for a flight 
attendant, Wi-Fi or VIP handling are factored 
in. There are also options for filtering, based 
on aircraft size, comfort, speed and even 
certifications (Argus, for example).

If a charter has more than one leg the 
platform enables the details for each leg 
to be varied as required. A quote might, 
for example, include a Citation taking 
two adult passengers from London to 
Paris, and then onward to Geneva with an 
additional adult and a child, accompanied 
by their dog, with the catering budget 
allocated appropriately between the two 
legs. The process avoids the possibility of 
catering for the second leg falling outside 
the original budget and either forcing the 
broker into a difficult conversation with 
their client, or pinching their margin.

Importantly, VOO delivers its 
information in real time. A broker might 
go to a client with three prices on different 

aircraft, then have to wait for a decision. 
VOO will tell them instantly if the aircraft 
is no longer available or if the price has 
changed; a price may have been quoted 
from the required departure airport, 
for example, but a transaction agreed 
subsequent to the original quote now 
means a positioning flight is needed. All 
of this is evident to the broker when they 
return to their client and recalculations 
include their original margin and taxes.

VOO facilitates a contract between broker 
and operator. If the operator has entered 
their data accurately, no price adjustment 

should be necessary and VOO does not add 
a fee on to the booking. Instead, Plhak says 
VOO charges brokers and operators licence 
fees. There is also an emerging option for 
financial transactions through the platform, 
attracting a small percentage charge. Users 
have the option of subscribing to VOO for 
one or three months at a time, or annually.

Plhak expects between 200 and 300 
aircraft to be available through VOO by 
the end of June 2023 helping, he says, 
brokers and operators through the busy 
summer season. He believes the EBACE 
show will be very busy… 

R O B E R T  P L H A K  |  V O O
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Buying Better
Nick Copley, President of SherpaReport, the private aviation and lifestyle website, 

explains the thinking behind its Aircraft Buying Guide 2022 digital book

SherpaReport, a well-
established independent 
source of in-depth information 
on private aircraft and 
associated lifestyle, released 
its Aircraft Buying Guide 2022 

in October 2022. Co-authored by Nick 
Copley, President of SherpaReport, and 
Paul LaFata, President of AirPower, the 
guide offers a side-by-side comparison of 
around 150 business aircraft types and 
their specifications, as well as examples of 
operating costs for more than 25 models, 
with charts and data designed to help 
inform the purchase process. 

“Private aviation is a massive part of what 
we do,” Copley tells EVA. “We also cover 
‘shared luxury areas’, including travel clubs 
and yachts, but private aviation accounts for 
as much as 90% of our coverage. We speak 
to the folks in the cabin, aiming to educate 
them on their options for getting from A to 
B. We explain fractional ownership, charter, 
what jet cards are and what’s involved in 
wholly owning a plane.”

The website has seen an influx of new 
users post-Covid, as travellers look for an 
alternative to airline travel. It also welcomes 
seasoned private jet users looking for new 
ways to fly, and former corporate fliers 

exploring options now they have retired 
or moved out of the company structure. 
As a result, Copley says SherpaReport was 
engaging in more and more conversations 
around the themes of what full aircraft 
ownership looks like and what is involved 
in buying an aircraft.

“We’ve always covered that, but in a 
variety of articles. Paul LaFata and I looked 
around and couldn’t see anywhere that 
all the parts of the aircraft buying and 
ownership puzzle had been described and 
written down in one place. We decided to 
bring the pieces together to help people 
recognise what they were and help them 
solve the aircraft buying puzzle. We didn’t 
set out to provide legal advice, for example, 
because we aren’t lawyers, but we have 
made people aware they need to talk to an 
aviation lawyer and given them an idea of 
the types of questions they should ask.”

Described as a ‘book’, the Aircraft Buying 
Guide 2022 is available for all SherpaReport 
members to download. Because it is digital, it 
is easily changed and Copley aims to update 
it at least annually. “We have charts of typical 
purchase prices and operating costs for new 
and used aircraft, for example, and those will 
change over time. We’ll also add new models 
and adjust the content to reflect new legal 
requirements and other changes,” he says. 

“We decided to 
bring the pieces 
together to help 
people recognise 
what they were 
and help them 
solve the aircraft 
buying puzzle.”
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Arabic Fusion
After more than 20 years of operations in the Middle East, ExecuJet embarked upon an 

ambitious upgrade of its Dubai International Airport (DXB) FBO, in addition to building a new 

facility at Al Maktoum International Airport (DWC). Dumani Ndebele, Regional FBO Director, 

ExecuJet Middle East, spoke to EVA about the opening of a new era in the company’s tenure

The DXB FBO was already an 
impressive facility. Why did 
ExecuJet decide to upgrade it and 
what has changed?
We’ve always been proud of our offering, 
while continually looking at ways we 
could make it even better. The facility’s 
homely, comforting feel has been enhanced 
with modern decor and neutral colours. 

We also offer a wider range of lounges 
to accommodate groups, large or small, 
or individuals, alongside a buzzing crew 
lounge, and we’ve introduced rain showers. 
We know client comfort is paramount, so 
we never rest on our laurels. We’re always 
looking to ensure we create the right 
ambiance for relaxation and offer the best 
possible experience.

The FBO at DWC is brand new. 
What opportunities does building 
a new FBO allow you to realise, 
compared to refurbishing an 
existing facility? What will be the 
outstanding features at DWC?
Because we were starting from scratch 
at DWC, we had the opportunity to set 
a new standard not only for the region, 

An airside impression of the DWC FBO
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but globally. We drew on our decades 
of experience serving private fliers 
to create an FBO of the future. The 
additional freedom means we’ll be able 
to accommodate almost any requirement, 
whether it’s getting in and out of the 
airport in record time or choosing to enjoy 
its seven-star hospitality. 
For example, rather than sit in their 
aircraft waiting, clients who are just 
stopping for fuel will be able to come 

into the FBO for an hour-long massage 
in the spa, relax in our cocktail lounge 
or visit the cigar lounge. For those who 
wish to stretch out and relax we’ll have a 
luxury apartment, as well as three en suite 
bedrooms, a jacuzzi, steam room, gym and 
games room. Meanwhile, transatlantic 
travellers and those coming from the Far 
East will have the option to freshen up 
and rest in the FBO rather than rushing to 
their hotel or meeting. 

There will also be an outstanding food 
and beverage offering, overseen by our 
resident chef, and an engaging children’s 
play area. We really are looking to cater to 
every possible desire.
The DWC facility will be operational in 
Q3 2023.

ExecuJet has FBOs around the world. 
Does ‘ExecuJet Middle East’ mean 
‘ExecuJet-branded FBOs in the 

D U M A N I  N D E B E L E  |  E X E C U J E T  M I D D L E  E A S T

Inside the ExecuJet FBO at Dubai International Airport
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Middle East’ or does it mean ‘Middle 
Eastern FBOs reflecting local culture 
and influence, to the high standard 
ExecuJet customers expect’?
We try to capture regional style and 
comfort in all our FBOs around the 
world. Their designs always follow local 
preferences but the service and attention 
to detail certainly are the same in them 
all. Dubai’s FBOs are a fusion of the 
sophistication and excellence synonymous 
with ExecuJet and Arabic warmth and 
hospitality. They reflect what the city 
is best known for: being multicultural, 
welcoming and forever evolving. On one 
hand we have a luxury majlis lounge in 
which we host a range of delegations and, 
on the other, a lounge with a stylish pool 
table and self-service popcorn machine. 

Do the FBOs feature dedicated 
ramp and hangar space? And how 
about ground support equipment 
and aircraft services, do you offer 
these to ExecuJet standards?
The FBOs offer combined dedicated ramp 
space and hangarage of 33,000m2. Most 
services are provided in-house by our 
experienced team, who are genuine experts 
at meeting clients’ unique needs through 

personalised service. Where third parties are 
required, such as for some aspects of aircraft 
catering and cleaning, we’ve selected world-
class partners.

Customers and pilots often choose 
between FBOs based on the 
experience and facilities they offer. 
How will DWC and DXB tempt people 
away from the region’s other FBOs?

We expect to be the first choice for crew 
and passengers because we’re offering 
a destination, not just an FBO. We are 
bringing Dubai to the airport. We have 
meticulously examined what motivates 
FBO choice across all stakeholders and 
believe we will tick all their boxes. 
It is important to give crew the best 
possible rest and relaxation options and 
a comfortable environment in which to 

ExecuJet’s Dubai International Airport FBO
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prepare for their next flight. We therefore 
provide great facilities for crews, including 
a double-storey lounge, with computers 
and a printer, relaxation areas and snooze 
rooms, entertainment, ice cream, popcorn 
and gourmet coffee.
Most of all, we have a highly experienced 
team, most of whom have worked with 
ExecuJet for more than 10 years. What’s 

really important is the close relationships 
they’ve built with our clients, whether 
they are jet owners, crew, charter brokers, 
operators or flight support specialists.
The feedback we’ve received on the 
refurbished DXB FBO has been extremely 
positive, with many people saying it is 
the most comfortable FBO they have ever 
visited. A head of state was so engaged 

playing pool in the FBO during a fuel stop 
that the flight had to be delayed!

Was sustainability considered in 
the DXB refurbishment and DWC 
construction?
The Luxaviation Group, including 
ExecuJet, is committed to following UN 
global sustainable development goals. 
We offer a carbon offset programme, 
many of our ramp vehicles have been 
electrified, we have employee incentive 
schemes for buying electric cars and 
we promote cycling to work. The Group 
is also looking at sustainable aviation 
fuel procurement opportunities, and 
digitising processes to reduce paper 
waste. We have recycling points in all 
our facilities and we are partnering 
with Dubai Can on an initiative to 
reduce plastic waste with the potential 
to eliminate more than 150,000 plastic 
bottles and 131 tonnes of CO2.

Finally, you are obviously a 
business aviation professional, but 
are you also an aviation person?
I’m very much an aviation person! My 
entire career has revolved around private 
aviation, which I enjoy immensely. I have 
always had an interest in aircraft, but 
it is the client engagement and need to 
continuously innovate that has kept me so 
engaged over the years. 

An impression of the entrance area at ExecuJet’s soon-to-be-opened Al Maktoum International Airport FBO

Dumani Ndebele, Regional FBO Director, ExecuJet Middle East
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Around the World, Twice, 
in 184 Hours

As the NBAA-BACE show in Orlando wound down, Gulfstream was winding up for its G700 world 

tour. The two jets flew a distance greater than twice around the world and were back in time for 

Christmas. Scott Evans, Gulfstream’s Head of Flight Operations, explains how it worked

It was still early in Savannah when 
EVA caught up with Scott Evans, 
Gulfstream’s Head of Flight 
Operations, yet his enthusiasm for 
telling the story of last year’s G700 
world tour was tangible. “I did 

24 days of the tour,” he begins. “The first 
aircraft, P1, departed Savannah on Saturday, 
October 22 and came back during the third 

week in December. I flew with the second 
one, P2, which we launched for South 
America about 22 hours later, on the 23rd. 
It mostly covered Africa and the Middle 
East while I was with it. P1 was also in the 
Middle East, but primarily went out into the 
APAC region.”

Between them, the two G700s visited 22 
countries in almost 184 hours of flying. 

In that time, they covered 54,000nm, 
equivalent to two and a half times 
around the equator. Evans says, “We were 
sprinting. It was really busy. We were 
privileged to be the ones driving these 
amazing time machines – there was a lot 
of logistics behind us to keep everything 
moving, all so we could put the airplane 
in front of our customers.”

Gulfstream announced the G700 world tour on 17 October 
2022, just five days before P1 launched for South America
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Undertaking so ambitious an operation 
with a very new jet demonstrated Gulfstream’s 
confidence in its product and Evans confirms 
the aircraft performed as expected. He also 
notes that had problems arisen, the OEM’s 
global service network could have helped out, 
even though the model has not yet entered 
service. “One of the major benefits of our 
new family of airplanes is that we’re building 
on things we know, things that are already 
very mature. The G700 and 800 build on 
the G650’s core systems, adding G500/600 
technology, including the Symmetry 
flightdeck, active control sidesticks, data 
concentration network and touchscreen 
interfaces. All of that means we can very 
easily support the G700 around the world.

“Of course, we were flying as 
experimental airplanes, using the first two 
G700s with cabin interiors, and that did 
entail additional logistics. We had to notify 
every country whose airspace we flew into 
that we were an experimental airplane, to 
get special permits and landing permits. 
In fact, we met every time and leg without 
issue on the tour; I believe in having a 
back-up to the back-up plan, so we had two 
or three plans in place to keep us moving, 
but we never deviated from Plan A and 
that’s awesome.”

Gulfstream’s planning took four months 
and was sufficiently comprehensive to 
factor in weather and other variables 
outside its control. And while it is easy 
to focus just on the two jets, Evans 
draws attention to the wider effort: 
“That included our marketing, corporate 
communications and security teams, flight 
crews, maintenance technicians, sales 
people and sales engineering, pretty much 
every aspect of Gulfstream.”

Flight crews were pre-positioned and 
swapped out every eight to ten days, and 
with all of them based in Savannah the 
process added an extra layer of logistics 
involving scheduled airline flights and 
hotel accommodation. All the corporate 
communications and maintenance personnel 
also worked out of Savannah, although 
some of the sales team were locally based. 
“Savannah is our headquarters, it’s what 
makes the Gulfstream world run every 
day,” says Evans.

“And don’t forget this isn’t our first 
rodeo. We did a world tour for the G500, 
as part of the 1,500 hours we flew on it as 
an experimental airplane with an interior, 
and another 1,000 hours with the G600. 
So, we had a base plan that we built on 
for the G700, but it was still the first time 
an OEM had launched two experimental 
aircraft in support of activities around the 
world. Altogether, it involved a little over 
90 people either directly in the execution 
or the planning.”

The G700 made its APAC debut at Van Don International Airport, Quang Ninh Province, Vietnam, 
on 5 November 2022
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Company mindset
Gulfstream’s intention with the tour was to 
place the G700 before as many customers 
as possible. Having identified the optimal 
locations for that, the plan was set in train 
to make it happen and pause when the 
aircraft landed because, in some instances, 
where it parked was going to be critical. 
Visiting a Gulfstream support centre or 
FBO was relatively simple but tradeshows 
require careful negotiation because a jet 
hemmed into the static display isn’t going 
anywhere until the end of the show.

“We started the tour on the Saturday after 
NBAA-BACE finished on the Thursday and 
we owned the logistics for those airplanes 
from Orlando all around the world. Some 
stops were at our facilities where we 

controlled everything, but most were at 
FBOs where we pre-coordinated getting 
people out to the airplanes. Gulfstream is 
big on logistics and execution perspectives, 
and this was a culmination of that 
mindset,” Evans continues. 

The G700s were flown as a customer 
might fly them. Crew bags, Gulfstream 
merchandise, engine covers and other 
prosaic necessities went in the baggage 
compartment and no other aircraft flew in 
support. “We welcome the opportunity,” 
Evans enthuses, “to learn lessons from that, 
helping us continue improving the platform.”

Some stops included the G500 
demonstrator, which set five city-pair speed 
records as it flew around on its own tour. 
The G700 meanwhile, set an astounding 

25 records. “We love speed records,” Evans 
says. “Not from the fact of setting a record, 
per see, but because we make an effort to fly 
those missions exactly as a customer would, 
from wheels off to wheels back down on 
the ground. That way we show them what 
performance they can expect for those city 
pairs or similar distances.”

Records require accreditation and 
that brings its own set of logistics. 
Evans explains: “The National Aviation 
Association provides accreditation 
domestically and we have to pre-plan 
and pre-apply for each record, providing 
documentation about the airplane and how 
we’ll fly the mission. We’ve worked with 
them on the technology so the airplane self-
reports on our off time and on time.”

Gulfstream celebrated the completion of the G700 world tour with a small event at its Manhattan Sales and Design Center. The opportunity was 
taken to place placards for all 25 speed records on a conference room table, here with Scott Evans looking on

G U L F S T R E A M  |  S C O T T  E V A N S 
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Gulfstream executives gathered in Manhattan to mark the tour’s successful conclusion included, from left to right: Derek Zimmerman, President, 
Gulfstream Customer Support; Jeannine Haas, SVP and Chief Marketing Officer; Mark Burns, President; Scott Neal, President, Worldwide Sales; 
and Scott Evans, Head of Flight Operations

Sustainability was inevitably important 
to the tour. Evans confirms that SAF was 
used wherever possible and advises that 
more news on the subject will emerge. He 
also notes that while one or two minor 
niggles occurred with what are, in fact, 
extraordinarily complex machines, neither 
G700 suffered anything but a very minimal 
fault. Was he surprised at their reliability? 
“No, not all. They build on the maturity of 
the platforms that came before and I had 
great confidence going into the tour that it 
was going to be successful.”

Much like a proud parent though, Evans 
was always going to be impressed. What 
did the customers and other visitors who 

saw the jets think of them, both on first 
impression and then stepping inside? “I’m 
obviously biased by 24 years at Gulfstream 
and being project pilot on many of the 
aircraft, but I believe there is a look and feel 
as you walk up to a Gulfstream. The wing 
is very clean and that resonates with folk. 
And I heard people commenting on those 
ten huge windows, then stepping into the 
cabin and looking right. The word I heard 
a hundred times at that point was: ‘Wow!’ 
Especially on P1, which has the huge 10ft 
galley on the left hand side.

“And then there’s the experience of 
flying it. Last week I was flying it back 
from California at 51,000ft, running at 

Mach 0.90. I get excited every time I’m 
around the airplane. On this flight I 
checked onto a new ATC frequency and 
reported: ‘Experimental Gulfstream seven-
oh-two Golf Delta, Level five-one-zero.’ 
ATC checked in and then someone asked: 
‘Who’s at 51,000?’ It happens maybe one in 
every three checks.

“You know, the G700s departed 
Savannah less than 24 hours apart 
and sprinted in different directions, 
into different time zones. But they are 
designed to make the world a very small 
place. What’s the one commodity we all 
want more of? Time. And these airplanes 
give that to our customers.” 
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More than Messaging
Industry veteran and advocate for sustainability Nick Houseman, and Welojets CEO Martín 

Baldoma Jones, provide their thoughts on the environmental challenge 

and the messaging surrounding it

Nick Houseman, owner 
and President at ZenithJet, 

co-founder of Azzera and 
co-owner at Elit’Avia

There remains a perception 
outside the industry that 
business and VIP aviation 
operators and owners 
really don’t care about 
their carbon emissions. 

Conversely, the message on the inside is 
that sustainability is high on everyone’s 
agenda and achieving carbon-neutral flying 
sooner rather than later is the mutual goal. 
But away from tradeshow announcements 
and press releases, does the everyday 
business aviation user really care? Is 
sustainability more than just a message?

Nick Houseman owner and President 
at ZenithJet, co-founder of Azzera and 
co-owner at Elit’Avia, says: “There seem 
to be three groups of owners and users. 
The first is offsetting emissions and wants 
to use SAF; they also recognise there is 
a significant public relations issue. You 
see it a lot in Europe because EU ETS 
has owners thinking about it in terms 
of measurement and what it means. In 
the biggest market, the US, there’s no 
requirement to measure or comply, so you 
see owners who want to do something 
about sustainability, who understand the 

PR and may have a corporate strategy 
of which the business jet is just a part. 
Second, there are owners and users who 
want to address their emissions and don’t 
know what to do and, finally, there are 
those who don’t consider it their problem.

“I think the latter group will get 
smaller in time as more solutions become 
available and it becomes easier to reduce. 
Eventually I believe sustainability will be 
as fundamental as insurance.”

For now, Houseman says the challenge 
is that aviation is difficult to decarbonise. 
The best way is to stop flying, but that 
defeats the industry’s purpose. “SAF 
costs significantly more than regular fuel 
and it’s not widely available. Book and 
claim is an option, but I think people are 
coming to the realisation that SAF is not 
a short-term solution, and that leaves 
carbon offsetting.”

Houseman is perhaps uniquely 
qualified to speak about carbon offset. 
Through Elit’Avia he understands the 
operational challenges of global business 
jet flying, while ZenithJet recently 
added an emissions calculator tool to 
the technical services it offers. The 
complexities of how those emissions 
might then be countered led Houseman to 
co-found Azzera, a company dedicated to 
providing sustainability solutions through 
carefully curated offset. 

In response to those commentators 
critical of offset, those who believe it is 
little more than greenwashing, he says: 
“It’s a solution that allows people to do 
something about their emissions today. 
But we need a lot more projects and they 
need funding, that’s the challenge in the 
voluntary offset market. With offsetting, 
clients can decide what types of project 
they’d like to support but with EU ETS, 
for example, you’re essentially buying 
credits from the government and relying 
on them to do the right thing.”

Clients do have the opportunity to choose 
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their offset projects, but further criticism 
has been levelled at the system, suggesting 
that the ‘quality’ of offsets differs between 
projects. In response, Houseman states: “It 
goes beyond the environmental impact, 
it’s about the vintage of the offset, is it in 
the past or the future? Does it impact the 
local community? How permanent is the 
offsetting? There are lots of factors to take 
into account. At Azzera, we have a group 

Martín Baldoma Jones, co-
founder & CEO, Welojets 

that solely examines the offsets we offer, 
rating each based on what they provide. The 
challenge is to ensure projects produce the 
offsets they promise, and there is a much 
heavier focus in the market now to ensure 
that’s the case.”

Operator perspective
Martín Baldoma Jones, co-founder, and 
CEO of Welojets, which has offices in 

Buenos Aires, Madrid and Miami, considers 
the challenge of tackling sustainability and 
managing the messaging around it purely 
from an operator’s perspective. Aware of 
the public perception of his industry, he 
says: “We don’t shy away from talking about 
sustainability. Having an opinion, sharing 
it and being open to debate, is the first 
step toward finding a solution. Although 
the aviation sector accounts for only 2.4% 
of global carbon emissions – and private 
aviation for only 0.04% of that – it has been 
an easy target for those vying for harsher 
sustainability measures. And I agree, it’s 
easy to criticise when private jets fly empty 
and for very short periods of time.”

While Welojets supports efforts towards 
expanding the use and availability of 
SAF, it is looking to electric aviation for 
a solution to the problem of inefficient 
short-range jet flights. “We decided to put 
our words into action by partnering with 
Electra after signing a letter of intent for 32 
eSTOL aircraft,” Baldoma Jones says. “Our 
objective is to evolve as a global leader in 
private aviation’s push toward air mobility 
solutions, but while this is a defining 
milestone for us, we understand that it will 
take a multi-layered approach to tackle 
sustainability as an industry.”

He also acknowledges that the public’s 
expectations toward a company’s 
commitment to sustainability are growing. 
“They want to understand what actions 
are being taken to reduce emissions while 
we work towards net zero emissions in 
the near future. The best way to send 
this message is by working together as 
an industry – authorities, manufacturers, 
operators, brokers and consumers.”

It is a sentiment Nick Houseman echoes: 
“I don’t think we do a great job of describing 
what’s happening. I believe the focus on 
SAF is positive, but I don’t see it making a 
significant difference in the short term. We 
aren’t going to stop flying, so the industry 
as a whole needs to use carbon offsetting as 
a part of the answer. We need to embrace it 
and not because there’s nothing else to be 
done. It brings a lot of value; owners and 
operators can choose their projects and 
make a narrative out of it.

“That’s what we need to do as 
an industry: make a narrative over 
sustainability. Putting our heads in the sand 
and hoping the criticism moves on is not 
the way forward. We need to blow our own 
trumpet.” 

M A R T Í N  B A L D O M A  J O N E S  &  N I C K  H O U S E M A N  |  W E L O J E T S ,  A Z Z E R A ,  E L I T ’ A V I A  &  Z E N I T H J E T
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XO: The Digital Marketplace 
Part of the Vista Global Holding ecosystem the XO app provides access to the Vista Member’s 

fleet of more than 360 aircraft, and in excess of 2,400 Alliance Fleet aircraft offering the same 

levels of safety. Youssef Mouallem, XO’s Executive VP, explains 

Youssef Mouallem, XO’s Executive 
VP, explains the app’s surprising reach. 
“XO is a digital marketplace, providing 
transparent pricing and instant booking. 
It’s backed by Vista’s global fleet, together 
totalling more than 360 aircraft, and 
provides access to more than 2,400 in 
what we call the XO Alliance Fleet. 

“This comprises third-party operators 
who’ve been through the Vista safety 
and approval process. We have dedicated 
teams who look at their training and 
maintenance practices, insurance and 
safety records, and more. If they pass, 

their aircraft become available through 
the app. Customers search for the trip 
they want, and the app shows them Vista 
Members’ fleet availability and Alliance 
Fleet availability.” 

Thanks to the approval process, the 
third-party operators are guaranteed 
to deliver the standards of safety, crew 
training and maintenance customers 
expect from Vista itself. Mouallem notes 
that Vista actively seeks operators in areas 
where additional coverage is required, 
helping them adjust their operation to 
meet its standards if required. 

Looking to scale up its 
presence in the North 
American market, in 2018 
Vista Global bought XOJET, 
a successful Florida-based 
business aviation company. 

The following year it acquired JetSmarter 
and its mobile booking app, combining 
the two companies later in 2019 under 
the XO brand. Today, XO continues to 
gain traction under the Vista Global 
umbrella, allowing customers to book 
directly through the app, website or an 
aviation advisor. 

The XO app

Y O U S S E F  M O U A L L E M  |  X O
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Youssef Mouallem, 
Executive VP, XO 

Transparent pricing 
All XO prices are broken down into 
their component parts, giving customers 
maximum visibility of what they are 
paying for. Mouallem continues: “Our 
proprietary technology combines with 
visibility of our global floating fleet, plus 
our most recent acquisition, US company 
Camber, to provide what I believe is the 
most accurate pricing in the industry. We 
are not resting on our laurels though – we 
have teams working on improvements 
through machine learning and AI.” 

The app offers customers the 
opportunity to offset their carbon 
emissions and assumes that they will take 
this important step, but the option remains 
to click it off should they wish. Mouallem 
says: “Thomas Flohr, Vista’s founder and 
chairman, has made a commitment that by 
2025 VistaJet be carbon neutral across its 
operation. This commitment is a blueprint 
for all Vista companies and to achieve it 
we’re using a multi-tiered approach with 
carbon offsetting, AI, technology and 
efficient aircraft, on top of taking SAF 
whenever we can get it.” 

Flight sharing also offers customers the 
option of joining a flight with several other 
people, reducing their individual carbon 
footprint. Mouallem explains: “Our shared 
flights deliver a private flying experience 

on scheduled shuttles. On average, charter 
flight occupancy is around three to four 
passengers, so if we fly with 16 passengers 
the per-passenger carbon footprint is 
five or six times less. It’s gaining a lot of 
traction in the US, where we’re operating 
16 return flights per week between New 
York and Florida, and expanding to other 
cities, while simultaneously looking at 
high frequency routes in Europe. 

“It’s a really nice service, providing a 
private jet scheduled ‘airline’ experience. 
In the US we’ve taken CRJ200 airliners, 
removed the commercial cabin and 

replaced it with 16 high-end seats. And 
passengers get the FBO experience too, 
for a smooth transition to and from the 
aircraft. It’s a game changer and bookable 
through the app, which tells customers 
how many seats are available on each 
flight and provides accurate pricing.” 

The app is available with various levels 
of subscription, starting with none at 
all – it is possible to download it, create 
an account and start searching. Clicking 
to book a flight connects the user to XO’s 
sales team, where certain data is validated, 
and the payment process completed. 

Three membership levels are also 
available, says Mouallem. “Deposit 
Members put money on account, 
refundable at any time and meaning that 
as soon as they click to book it’s paid 
for. If it’s with the Vista Members’ fleet 
it’s locked in, if it’s with an Alliance 
Fleet operator we log a contract with 
them. We offer XO Membership and 
XO Reserve Membership on this basis, 
where customers deposit US$100,000 or 
US$250,000, respectively. Then we have 
our seat sharing membership, where 
there’s a fee for the membership but no 
deposit is required.” 

Right now, some aircraft in the Vista 
Members’ fleet are still flying in XO, Air 
Hamburg and other colours, but all are 
gradually being re-liveried in VistaJet’s 
familiar silver and red. Eventually the 
expanded Vista fleet will be consistent in 
appearance inside and out, look and feel, 
wine choice, service and even onboard 
scent. “It’s all about the experience,” 
Mouallem says. And the easiest way in to 
that is via the XO app. 
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